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1: 4 Pillars of Modern Orthodontic Practice Management - Online Dental Education - CE - Orthotown
Clinical practice guidelines serve as a guide for orthodontists and outline appropriate methods of treatment and care.
Materials for Orthodontic Staff Items ideal for educating everyone from general dentists to concerned adults.

Anytime, anywhere access is vital for those moments when you need reliable, live access to your data.
Practices get immediate improvements with scalability and accessibility while lowering their total cost of
ownership compared to old server-based systems. Request a personal demo to see why more practices are
choosing Cloud 9 Software than ever before! Request a Demo What people are saying about Cloud 9
Software? The entire Cloud 9 team is more knowledgeable, friendly, and trustworthy than any other software
system provider that I have ever worked with. Ron Maddox I was a little hesitant about the switch since I have
been an Orthotrac guy from day 1 and loved it used it in my residency and in practice. The switch was so
intuitive that training was almost not even needed. Love Cloud 9 now and with multiple offices We were very
scared of the change, but I cannot imagine not being a part of the Cloud 9 Family. Customer service is
exceptional!!! Love the support team!!! Vicki Grill Glass Orthodontics I live in Kansas City and our office has
been closed for 2 days now, because of the snow storms. Carla Christensen Orthodontics Once again another
snow storm! Thank goodness we have Cloud 9 Software. Schools are closed, and my staff were able to
reschedule all of our patients from their home! I just wish I would have switched sooner! We have called
support a few times and they have been awesome. Jose Chow We feel like we are part of the family with
Cloud 9 â€” this is the nicest company I have ever dealt with. We love the program, the support, and our
whole experience with customer service has been great! Doug Hiser I could not let more time go by without
letting you know what a great employee and representative of your company Chad is. He is always so helpful,
so kind, he is such a great listener, he has loads of patience and I could go on and on. Everyone in our office
agrees he is a great asset to Cloud 9. Please know I would not have written you this note if I did not mean
every single word of this. He is very deserving of a pat on the back. Doug Depew I was just having a
conversation with Dr. Harvey about how amazing Cloud 9 customer support is - especially in light of some of
the less than stellar customer support I receive from other technology services that we utilize. I wish all the
various services we used had the same level of service. We have been a Cloud 9 user for two years and could
not be happier. The tech support teams are so friendly, helpful and patient. Jeff Genecov Of all the decisions I
have had to make in opening a new practice, this is the one I am most pleased with! Lauren Kovaleski In my
21 years of orthodontics, hands-down, Cloud 9 and BroadRiver are the 2 best vendors we have ever partnered
with in our practice. With over years of development experience, customers trust our software to help with
patient management, appointment scheduling, billing, treatment plans, and more. Anywhere, anytime access is
available from your favorite device or browser. In addition to having the most cloud experience and the most
cloud conversions, we also have the most cloud customers in the industry. Our success and rapid growth are a
direct reflection of the care that we provide to our customers. Join us at Cloud 9, you are going to like it up
here.
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2: Practice Management | AAO Members
OrthoSynetics provides you with a tailor-made service package for your practice. So consider us your go-to team. A
team of experts from every area, providing comprehensive consulting, marketing, patient insurance and collections,
procurement, financial analysis and more.

With Patient Spotlight, we will automate tasks for your staff from the moment the new patient calls the office
until they start treatment with your practice. Treatment Coordinators will love Patient Spotlight since
everything is automated for them. Have a new treatment coordinator start working at your office? No problem,
we can transfer all tasks to them so no potential new patients are lost. Doctors will love Patient Spotlight since
they can see at a glance where the new patients that are ready for treatment stand. Offices can completely
customize their new patient protocol with automatic reminders for phone calls, letters and even emails which
can be sent directly out of Cloud 9 Ortho! Get ready for more starts with Cloud 9 Ortho and Patient Spotlight!
Email, Text Message and Patient Portal Email and text message appointment reminders are included at no
additional charge with Cloud 9 Ortho! You can send out appointment reminders about upcoming appointments
and can even send on-demand emails and text messages to patients while you are on the phone with them
reminding them of their appointment. Reminders can be completely customized for your office! We also
include a patient portal at no charge so your patients can browse and view information about their account.
Soon they will be able to fill out all their health history forms online and even make payments! How do I
switch from my existing orthodontic practice management software? Switching software can seem like a
stressful undertaking, but at Cloud 9 Ortho we work very hard to make it as smooth as possible. You will be
switching to the latest platform and the most cutting-edge software on the market. We will work hard for you
to ensure a seamless transition! Cloud 9 Ortho will provide extensive training and support for your practice.
We also convert your existing practice management software data. We will do a thorough comparison of your
converted data to your current data to ensure the numbers match up! All conversions are provided on a best
effort basis. Cloud 9 Ortho will bring over your previous ledgers, not just your balance forward. This will save
you time by not having to go back and forth between your old software and Cloud 9 Ortho. We have converted
users from the following systems: Contact us to learn more.
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3: Practice Management Software - CLOUD 9 SOFTWARE
OrthoMinds is one of the best cloud based Orthodontic Software avilable in the industry. With our popular orthodontic
software you can manage patient reports easily.

At age 70, he has seen more than 32, patients, and he continues to see patients every week at his Vista, Calif,
practice, while continually tackling new projects. Roncone Orthodontics Number of chairs: Orthodontic
residency training at the Harvard School of Dental Medicine and specialized training in physiology,
neuroananatomy, and cleft palate. I hate to say it, but after being accepted to both medical and dental school, a
coin flip made the dental school decision. He expanded his graduate work to include muscle physiology. After
graduation, he worked as an assistant professor at the University of Maryland Dental School in the Department
of Orthodontics. This involves scheduling patients back-to-back with similar needs. All registered dental
assistants, for example, might assist me with arch changes across five or six chairs between 10 am and
Nothing except arch changes are done during this time. If I see new patients between 8 am and 10 am, no other
types of patients are seen during that time. Ninety percent of his patients complete treatment in six to eight
appointments that average 10 weeks apart. Thus, a total treatment program can be completed in 13 to 15
months. Specialized Expertise As a result of his scheduling prowess, patients from eight states and three
foreign countries are able to treat with the seasoned orthodontist. They are willing to make the trip because he
is one of a few experts who treats temporomandibular disorders TMD and offers esthetic
orthodonticsâ€”including lingual self-ligating brackets. When lingual was developed, we embraced it. Since
then, I have always offered lingual as an alternative when appropriate. The Business of Orthodontics In the
early s, Roncone realized that orthodontics was a business and needed to be treated as such. In addition, we
developed 16 full-color manuals that guide our practice. In fact, he developed the Roncone module for
Dolphin Management. The module, a complete system of metrics, tells orthodontists everything they need to
know about their practice in every area. Examples of The 17 Critical Factors include: Sharing Strategies Like
choosing this profession, lecturing on orthodontics initially happened by chance. During a conference in the
mid s, a fellow orthodontist asked Roncone to be a speaker. He ended up leading a roundtable discussion on
the topic, How to Start an Orthodontic Practice. To his great surprise, his opinions and handouts were a hit. In
fact, one elderly gentleman asked where his next course would be. Let me know where and when. About 5
months later, the gentleman called and said he had booked him to speak in Monterey, Calif. And so another
passion began. More pediatric dentists are hiring orthodontists instead of referring patients to independent
orthodontists. More group practices that offer a variety of specialties are forming. These practices are referring
patients to orthodontists within their group rather than outside orthodontists. While they are straightening
teeth, they are not fixing other issues such as occlusion. Some dental and non-dental companies are purchasing
orthodontic companies with the goal of increasing profits for shareholders. This has resulted in the loss of
personal relationships. Long-time sales representatives and managers are being let go, and are being replaced
with less experienced, less expensive representatives. The economy has not recovered from the recession. Gen
Y or Millennials think, act, and buy based on different behavioral patterns than previous generations. They are
more dependent on the Internet. They come in with opinions. Money is more of a factor. They are more into
office technology such as cone beam computerized tomography, and so forth. While most practices have felt
the toll of these factors, some practices have not been affected very much. For those practices seeing the
effects of these industry developments, Roncone recommends the following actions to help overcome the
negative impact of these factors. Do more with exquisitely trained fewer staff. Share space with other
specialists. Pay consultants based on increased profitability. Do different orthodontic work, such as
temporomandibular disorders, lingual full or mini , esthetic brackets, and inexpensive aligner systems. Employ
hygienists to take x-rays and perform cleanings and sealants. OP Roncone believes the presentation was well
received because it was well organized, included professional handouts, and he covered a common problem
orthodontists faceâ€”how to manage a practice well. For a number of years, Roncone continued with his 2-day
lecture seriesâ€”speaking nationwide. So ultimately, Roncone started a four-session, day, year-long course, on
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every aspect of the business of orthodontics, including management, marketing, and clinical practice. The
information provided in this program is geared to increase efficiency, productivity, and profitability, and is
designed to help orthodontists reach the maximum potential in their practices. The nameâ€”Just Short of
Perfectâ€”implies that nothing can ever be perfect. Roncone will present his 56th year-long course later this
year. He has presented in all 50 states and 52 countries. New Developments Earlier this year, Roncone
introduced another brainchild to the orthodontic world: Looking Ahead As far as the future is concerned,
Roncone sees no limit to where technology can go. In fact, he has developed three new projects to address the
direction he thinks orthodontics is heading, with the first to be in place by Roncone Orthodontics International
ROI will make a major effort to work with practices and have fees based on increases in practice profitability.
It will be meshed with the JSOP program, manuals, and staff training. Several practices have already
committed to the program; only 10 practices will be accepted the first year. Two more endeavors will be
unveiled in They are unable to sell their practices because they need to keep practicing. Throughout his
career, Roncone has focused on ways to improve not only the treatment experience for patients, but the
professional experience for orthodontists. She can be reached at awerner nullallied
4: Practice Management Makes (Almost) Perfect - Orthodontic Products
Visual Orthodontics is a full featured orthodontic practice management system with everything the other guys have and
more, including continuous accounting, automatic claim submission, and automatic contract payment in a simple and
intuitive package.

5: Orthodontic Practice Management Software - CLOUD 9 SOFTWARE
OrthoSynetics is your premier orthodontic marketing, advertising and practice management consultant. We offer
orthodontic consulting across the entire United States.

6: Orthodontic Practice Management & Marketing January ,
Whether you are already an Ortho2 client, just starting to think about computerized, orthodontic practice management
systems and solutions, ready to consider orthodontic cloud software, or are ready to make a decision for your practice,
Ortho2 has the practice management solution for you with features like orthodontic scheduling, imaging, treatment chart,
mobile apps, patient reminders.

7: Dr. Amanda Wilson - Practice Management & Orthodontic Consultant
Charting and Practice Management Software orthodontic software orthodontist We are very excited to introduce new
pricing for OrthoChart which we call the Partner Pricing Program. Basically, the new program allows you to get started
using OrthoChart at a lower cost.

8: Orthodontic Practice Management Software - Visual Orthodontics
Dr. Ben Fishbein senior orthodontist and owner of Fishbein Orthodontics, which is regarded as one of the fastest
growing orthodontic practices in the nation. Recently designated as a Top 1% Invisalign provider, Dr. Fishbein also
serves on the board of the EscaRosa Dental Society, and lectures at a number of orthodontic residency programs.

9: Ortho2 - Orthodontic Practice Management Software and Systems.
So ultimately, Roncone started a four-session, day, year-long course, on every aspect of the business of orthodontics,
including management, marketing, and clinical practice. Originally named Practice Management Power Group, it is now
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called JSOP.
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